
Find your strengths
Fix your flaws



“SecuScore ® audits initially allowed us to challenge 
our analysis and highlighted a series of discrepancies 

that had not yet been perceived, allowing us to validate 
our action plans and investments on a factual and 

measured basis.”

— Richard Le Vaillant, Metalor





A comprehensive  
audit model
Unlike one-dimensional checklists, SecuScore 
ranks your organization on two core 
dimensions, showing you what standards you 
are implementing, how well, and what to do to 
reach your goals.

Industry-agnostic

SecuScore is template based, 
which means it can be used to 
audit virtually any field. Templates 
can be created or customized, and 
SecuScore will show you how you 
meet your own desired levels of 
standardization and how well you 
comply with industry-standard 
best practices and regulations.

A better look at your position

SecuScore scores your 
organization on a progress 
and maturity axes. The violet 
progress axis shows you the 
level of standardization in your 
organization. The orange maturity 
axis tells you how good you really 
are at following each standard.





Simple workflow, clean reports
SecuScore will guide you through the audit step by step then issue 
all the reports you need to understand your current situation and 
take decisive action. It’s an intuitive and error free way to audit.

Understand your data

Produce a one-time report, 
historical comparison 
report or multi-site 
comparison report.  
SecuScore will always tell 
you exactly what you need 
to know to make the right 
decision.

Six steps to results

SecuScore has a robust, 
error-free workflow to plan, 
execute and report on 
your audit. Simply choose 
a template to start with, 
assign the auditors and 
let the system guide you 
through the rest.



Template based
SecuScore compares audit findings to the 
template of the audited field so you instantly 
understand your position.

Clear Reports
Save time and avoid constant confusion - 
SecuScore produces ready to present reports 
with an easier reading and understanding of 
the results.

Homogeneity
SecuScore guarantees audit homogeneity 
throught template and workflow 
standardization, ensuring any future audit 
can be easily compared to the current one.

Comparison Reports
Track your progress by comparing the audit 
findings to a previous point in time, or 
compare different sites/locations you own.

Powerful Documenting
Evidence your findings by uploading files 
attached to your report. Any file format is 
supported and you can keep full traceability 
of every document linked to your audits.

A 360o toolset for in-depth 
audit and analysis

From 10.000 feet view to 
microscopic detail, SecuScore 
gives you a powerful set of 
features to understand and 
compare your position in any level 
of detail. 



“Cash and valuables in transit are an increasingly 
complex industry and SecuScore allows us to stay 

on the cutting edge of security and quality of service 
required by our clients. We have increased our capacity 
to understand and control our operations significantly.”

— Didier Chaudat, TEMIS
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